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A ”Sense of Pride”

Dear Parents,
At SPJS, we understand that knowing times-tables forms the gateway to children’s progress
in understanding calculation and number. Here at SPJS, we are going to make times-tables
the focus of our upcoming fundraising week which commences on the 4th February. We want
to make the whole week fun and exciting for the children so we are setting all of them a
sponsorship challenge – a times table-a-thon!
At the start of the week, each child will be given a specific times table to learn which they
will bring home for you to see along with a sponsorship form. Their homework for the week
will be based on times-tables – a new activity each day. In school, they will spend the week
practising as well. On Friday 8th, the children will all face 24 questions based on their times
tables (multiplication and associated division facts!).
We’re asking parents/carers to sponsor the children in their efforts. You can either sponsor
them for every correct answer or just sponsor a lump sum for participation (or even both).
ROCKSTAR TIMES TABLES
To aid your child’s enjoyment of learning times tables, all the children have been entered
onto an online platform called Rockstar Times Tables. They can play on this to practise times
tables. They earn credits which can be used to edit their avatar. They can also battle one
another! The login for this is the same as your child’s mymaths login and they will be shown
how to login in the near future.
Yours sincerely,

Mr Tazzyman
(Maths Lead)
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